
Instructions on the Assembly of  
Wardrobes (Type F)

Note: All  measurements in mm (millimeters)
Regardless of width the construction remains the same.
Standard height robe is 2155x580 deep. Supplied with 100mm adjustable legs.           
Each robe shelf is drilled as requested, single or double hanging.
All robes come with a 27mm void at rear allowing for scribing over skirting boards.           
For illustration purposes a 600mm wide double hanging  robe is shown.
All panels are 18mm thick. Door thickness vary per manufacturer.
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Where shown screw in fixing onto your end panel

Robes are drilled for single hanging 
or double hanging as requested. 
Positions A or B show the locations 
of the shelf holes per end.

A- Top set for single hanging with

storage above..

B- Center set for double hanging.

A

B

The robe back is also fixed into 
position using the same method as 
the top and bottom

Screw the dowels into holes 
shown, same is applied to the 
bottom set of holes.



Step 2 : Insert 8mm dowels and screw on fixings

Screw on hinge plate to

hinged end.

Note. picture shows hinge

plate facing the front edge.

Hinge holes are only drilled

on required ends. Left hand

hung door shown.

Insert 35x8 beech 
dowel where shown.



Insert fixings into top/bottom etc.

Insert 6no. cams into 
the holes on top, ensure 
arrow on cam is pointing 
to edge of board. Cams 

to outer most face. 

Same applies to 

the shelf using these 

fixings.

Insert 6no. cams into the holes 
on the bottom, ensure arrow on 
cam is pointing to edge of board. 
Cams to outer most face. 

Insert 10no. cams into the 
back panel, ensure arrow 
on cam is pointing to edge 
of board. Cams to outer 
most face.
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Step 4: Assembly of robes ( guide only)

After adding all of the fittings to the various panels 
your robe can now be assembled. Below is a 
guide on how to do this.

1. Clear the floor area adjacent to where the 
finished robe will be installed.

2. Lay an end on the floor.

3. Fit the top, base, intermediate shelf and back 
by pushing down onto dowels and then using 
a large philips screwdriver tighten the cam.

4. Apply the second end to the robe and tighten 
cams as previous.

5. Insert the leg bosses into the base holes 
underneath and knock in the center pin flush. 
Rotate to ensure that the widest part of the 
boss is supporting the ends of the vertical 
sides, failure to do so may result in robe 
damage. Then as added security 2 screws 
can be applied.

6. Stand robe up carefully. DO NOT stand robe 
up only on 2 legs as this may cause the legs 
or bosses to snap and break.

7. Using a spirit level wind the legs in or out to 
adjust the level of the unit.

8. Once level fix back to the wall (fixings not 
supplied).

9. If several robes are in a line they can be 
screw together if required.

10. Fit your robe rail.

11. Your ready for your doors.

Your robe is now fully assembled and ready for

completion with any ironmongery you have 
chosen and of cornice etc.

Adjustable Leg SectionLeg Boss



Fitting of the doors.

Lay door down on a clean flat area to avoid avoid damage to face of door.

Screw the hinge arms onto the doors using 2no. 16x3.5 screws per hinge. Hook the the arm to 
the front of the hinge plate then push it onto the rear of the plate until a click is heard,

dustment of the doors is simple through the hinge. Vertically this is done on the hinge plate 
loosen the screws on the plate and slide up or down as required. Horiontally this is done on 
the hinge arm. Wind screw  in or out to adust the door. Screw B will "push or pull " the door

away from or closer to the robe carcass.

screw a

screw b
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